
Speed prediction on forest trails 

using machine learning algorithms 



Context 

BIG DATA, AI, Machine Learning: fashionable 
terms 
 
 

However… 

How they can help to estimate the best forest route and the time 

of arrival depeding on each type of vehicle? 



Working process 

1 Understanding 

2 Validation (predictive power) 

3 Implementation (prescriptive power) 

Based on the model CRISP-DM 

Understanding of the 

process 

Data 

Data cleaning and 
preparation 

Predictive models 

tuning 

Implantation of the 
results 

Towards a data-
driven organization Conclussions 

Internal 
External 



1 UNDERSTANDING 



UNDERSTANDING 
The need: GPS system for forest roads. 
Best route, estimated time of arrival 
 
 

Catalog of forest roads of the región of Castilla y León. So far we 

have analysed 38.264 forest trails of 2 provinces: Burgos and Ávila 

 

Speed data collected by the GPS systems of the vehicles in those 

provinces: up to 695.218 observations have been collected. 

494.623 observations with 0 speed and 150.859 without code drop 

of the model. The total number of valid points is 49.736. 

 

As a result of the analysis, we have estimated the speed of the 

38.264 forest trails for 3 types of vehicles: F (AWD cars), E (light 
trucks), and A (trucks). 

 

Starting point 



DATA: Trail Catalog 



DATA: Trail Catalog 



DATA: Speed 



The data 



The data 



The data 



The data 



The data 



2 VALIDATION 



Validation: Process 

Observaciones de velocidad 

Recorridos 

Pistas/caminos con 
velocidad media 

Limpieza y agrupación en recorridos 

Limpieza, agrupación en 
pistas/caminos y cálculo de velocidad 

Datos del inventario de 
pistas/caminos 

Pistas/caminos con 
características y velocidad 

Consolidación 

Algoritmo 
predictivos 

Predicción de velocidades 
medias para todos las 

pistas/caminos del inventario 

Validación y afinado de modelos predictivos 

449 

695.218 (49.736 válidos) 

8.092 

467 

38.264 

38.264 



Validation: Cleaning Speed 



Validation: Cleaning Speed 



Validation: Estimating Speed 



Validation: Estimating Speed 



Validation: Estimating Speed 



Validation: Estimating Speed 



Validation: Estimating Speed 

11.3 km/h 

12.6 km/h 

11.7 km/h 

All paths of AV-1384 are kept (condition: speed>max(speed)*0.75) 



DATA: Trail Training 



Validation 
Has my information predictive value? 

 

 
Data Speed 

 

Explains 



Validation 
Validation of he predictive models 

 

 Data Speed 

Training 

3-Compare Test 

1-Train 

2-Predict 



VALIDATION 
Different models and the validation method k-cross fold 
 
 Models 

The data-set is divide into 10 folds (each with 10% of 

observations) 

 

For each fold, we use the other 90% of observations to train the 

model and we validate the results with the 10% (10 times) 

OLS, SVM, Random Forest, eXtreme Gradient Boosting and an 

ensemble of the best models 

Validation method 



DATA: Trail Training 



Validation: Base Case (mean) 



Validation: OLS 



Validation: Ensemble 



Variables 



Validation Conclusions 
Several lessons can be learnt 
 
 

The model explains partially the speed 

Although the model explains the speed better tan the average, 
a relevant error still exists, mainly due to the lack of information 

and the expected measurement error in the speed. 

Still, much better tan nothing and a promising starting point 

It is expected that there are many other variables that are not 

properly captured in the model to explain the speed (low R-
squared) 

The models improve the prediction, 

although a relevant error still persists 

Complex process, lot of noise, high dispersion of the values 

Expected measurement error in the speed 



3 IMPLEMENTATION 



Implementation 
Estimate the speeds for all the forest roads of Castilla y León 
 
 

To make more accurate estimates of the optimal route and the 

arriving time 

To integrate in the vehicle GPS 

Using the training dataset from the constructed speeds 

 

A double prediction is performed to reduce the noise. The final 

predicting model is made by using as target the predicted 
values 

By predicting the values 



Implementation: Result 
CODIGO_TRA F E A 

AV-1 11,4 10,3 5,9 

AV-2 13,1 11,4 6,4 

AV-3 12,6 11,0 6,2 

AV-4 18,2 16,2 9,6 

AV-5 13,0 11,3 6,4 

AV-6 12,6 11,0 6,1 

AV-7 11,2 10,2 5,9 

AV-8 10,9 10,0 5,6 

AV-9 13,2 11,5 6,4 

AV-10 8,0 8,4 3,6 

AV-11 17,5 15,8 9,6 

AV-12 7,6 8,1 3,8 

AV-13 13,2 11,5 6,4 

AV-14 8,7 9,3 4,6 

AV-15 9,0 8,5 4,6 

AV-16 8,2 8,6 3,9 

AV-17 13,6 12,0 6,9 

AV-18 7,4 7,7 3,0 

AV-19 14,6 12,4 6,7 

AV-20 8,2 8,5 3,9 

AV-21 7,5 8,0 3,7 

AV-22 17,0 15,7 10,3 

AV-23 13,3 11,5 6,4 

AV-24 8,8 9,2 4,6 

AV-25 9,6 9,1 5,2 

AV-26 9,0 8,6 5,0 

AV-27 7,6 8,1 3,7 

AV-28 14,5 12,6 7,2 

AV-29 10,7 9,3 4,7 

AV-30 10,2 9,3 4,8 

AV-31 15,1 13,9 9,2 

AV-32 10,0 8,9 4,6 

AV-33 19,4 17,3 10,8 

AV-34 13,1 11,8 7,0 

AV-35 19,0 17,0 10,7 



Implementation: Speed by vehicle 



Implementation: Speed by vehicle/type 



Implementation: Speed by use 



Implementation: Speed by use/type/vehicle 



Implementation: Speed by width of trail 



Implementation: Speed by width of trail 



Implementation: Sinuosity 



Conclusions 
We have shown the use of machine learning in a real process 

 

 
Significant results 

The results can be easily implemented 

Machine learning allow processing huge amount of data to get 

accurate results, in this case the estimated speed of the forest roads 

of Castilla y León 

Feasible results 

A promising future 
The project opens opportunities to apply these technologies to 
other scenarios and to draw upon the huge amount of existing 

data to improve the efficiency of the forestry services 

The information can be further improved and enriched. Still, we 

think that the results are useful to improve the routing of vehicles 

in the forest roads and to estimate the arrival time 

A good starting point 



Next steps 

To assess the results 
Based on on-site real speeds/times of arrival 

To reduce the speed measurement error 
Controlled speed collection in full tracks 

To collect new variables in catalog 
To reduce the variance by including new variables 
• Internal 

• External (for instance weather information) 

To analyse all the provinces 
New training and predicted observations of the whole region 
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